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MEMOIRS 
OF THE 

AMERICAN ACADEMY. 

m. 

On the Practice of Circummeridian Altitudes at Sea or on Shore. 

BY CAPTAIN W. F. W. OWEN, R. N., 

NAVAL SURVEYOR. 

1. Find the number of seconds that the sun has less altitude 

at (lm) one minute from the meridian than the meridian altitude; 
call this a". It is found by this form, or, in some books, by a 

table. 
Ex. Latitude, 44 26 log. cosine, 9.854 

Declination, 20 6 log. cosine, 9.973 

Difference, = Mer. Zen. Distance, 24 20 log. cosecant, 0.385 

Constant log. 0.293 

a"=3".20 log. 0.505 

2. Within a convenient time from the meridian take altitudes 

and the time by any common watch, noting seconds; generally 

it will be more convenient, and sufficiently precise, to note the 

times to tenths of a minute. 

3. If convenient, altitudes should be taken about one minute 
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162 Captain Owen on Circummeridian Altitudes. 

apart, until the sun falls to a similar altitude as that first taken, 

(presuming we may have altitudes on both sides of meridian, or 

of the greatest altitude,) the time, to minutes and tenths, must be 

noted at each altitude, as well as the altitude itself. 

4. When the sun is within reach of the sextant at both hori 

zons, or his altitude more than 55?, alternate altitudes from each 

horizon should be taken, because by this the corrections for 

semi-diameter, dip, and instrumental error are avoided, the refrac 

tion and parallax only remaining to be applied. The sets from 

each horizon to be noted separately. 

5. Mean the altitudes from each horizon separately, take the 

difference of these means, halve it, which will be the mean 

Zenith Distance. 

If altitudes have been taken from one horizon only, their mean 

will of course be the mean altitude. 

6. Now note all the times (from the time of apparent meridian 

passage, or the middle time by equal altitudes by watch, if any 
have been taken) in minutes and tenths only. 

7. Square these times, and carry them out conveniently. 

8. Collect these squares into one sum, and mean them by di 

viding by the number of observations; this mean divided by 60 

will reduce it to miles and decimal parts, which, multiplied by a, 
as reserved, will give the reduction to the greatest altitude, or 

least Zenith Distance. 

Generally, when the observer has been stationary, and the ob 

ject observed was the sun, near noon, and the latitude only be 

required, no further reduction to the meridian will be necessary 

than that to the greatest altitude. Example, for form : ? 
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Times from apparent noon. Squares. Example. On 20th May, 1844, had ten alti 

I3m- 169 tudes of the sun. near noon, whose mean, when 

*? S corrected, gave the altitude of the sun's centre, 

6.1 T.6 1 65?-36'-5' 
9.9 8.9 

89 

36.6 5 
2.7 1.9 

5.4 
02 
2.3 

6 36 
7.9 7.1 ; 

55.? 
9.3 2.8 

" 

837 
11. 121. 

4.6< 

7.1) 
5.3 J 

10)622.7 

60)62.27 
1.04 

a,_23 
3.12 

_21 
3'.33 

65.36.5 

Meridian altitude, 65.39.83 

Z. D. 2472(U7 

Declination, 20. 6 

44.26.2 North lat. 

Remarks on the foregoing Practice. 

1st. It precludes the necessity of using books at the place and 

time of observation, often very inconvenient, and gives immediate 

results, which is generally satisfactory, and saves time and trouble. 

2d. If the precise time were desired for the epoch of noon, it 

may be deduced from the observations generally, for the instant 

of the greatest altitude, and a special problem shall be given to 

reduce this last named to the meridian, or to noon. 

3d. Mariners generally commence their observations at seven 

bells, or llih, for their meridian observations. Now if they extend 

their observations to 12ih, this will always be sufficient for good 

equal altitudes, if the sun's meridian altitude exceed 55?, and will 

very commonly preclude the necessity of observations earlier or 

later for the chronometers, and probably will give the precise 

epoch of noon, or of the object's meridian passage, better; re 
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marking, that for common sea practice, whenever the object ob 

served has a motion in altitude exceeding 3' miles in a minute of 

time, it is favorable for equal altitudes, presuming the horizon to 

be good; and in low latitudes, or within the tropics, twenty 
minutes on each side the meridian has been found sufficient 

generally. This sort of practice shall now be shown to be avail 

able to surveyors and geographers on shore, with a good common 

theodolite, so constructed that the telescope, having a diagonal 

eye-piece, may traverse through the zenith, clear of the azimuth 

circle, or horizontal plate and glass, or, at least, so as to observe 

the greatest altitudes required. 

Supposing an observer on shore to be furnished writh such a 

theodolite as described, usually called Transit Theodolites, or 

azimuth and altitude instruments, by it alone he will be able to 

observe, under favorable circumstances, the latitude, by the use of 

azimuths, or theodolite bearings, instead of times by watch. 

Method of observing and noting Azimuths and Altitudes. 

The instrument being well set up, well adjusted, and well 

levelled, it is unimportant where the zero of the azimuth falls, 
because we want only the differences of azimuth for this sort of 

observation; but to make all reasonable use of the observations, 

not only for latitude, but for the variation of the needle, the first 

bearing taken should be for the direction of the needle from zero, 
or it will generally be more convenient to adjust the zero to the 

magnet, as commonly done. Then write in the field-book as 

follows : 

At-, 20th May, 1844, about llih A. M., set up theodo 

lite, adjusted with zero to north magnetic, and obtained the fol 
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lowing azimuthal bearings of the sun's east and west limbs, and 

altitudes of his upper and lower limbs. 

Note these observations in the form following, or some such 

form, viz.: 

At-Dd- 20th May, 1844, Theodolite Zero 360?.00.0 North Magnetic. 
Bearing or Azimuth. Altitudes. 

Zero 00?.00'.0 North end of magnet. These observations must be made at the centre 
" " ' " 

IQ altitude ? 
" ? " ' " wire of the telescope, and repeated as often as re 

(( tl (t it ~. 
7t\ ? ? " quired; each observation to be separately noted. 

If the variation of the needle be known, then the direction of 

the true meridian is known, or taking the observations at equal 

intervals of 30' or Io of azimuth, and noting the changes of the 

successive altitudes, the precise azimuth of equal altitudes rising 

and falling may be elicited, which note thus, under the observa 

tions, being the mean of azimuths to equal altitudes. 

Zero, O00?.0O'.O North magnetic. 
u ? cc n 

Apparent south meridian. 

1. Collect into one column the differences of the apparent 
meridian azimuth, and each of the other azimuths observed, and, 

in another column, all the altitudes observed, and mean the latter. 

Carry out, into other columns, first, the azimuthal differences from 

the apparent meridian noted in degrees and tenths only, and, 

second, the squares of these quantities. 

2. Sum the squares, and mean them by the number of obser 

vations, which call Q. 

3. Let the motion of sun in one degree of azimuth from the 

meridian = a be either calculated, or taken from a prepared table. 

The form for calculation is the following: 

Latitude, 44? 26' log. cosine, 9.854 60)9.863 
= a" 

Declination, 20_6_ log. secant, 0.027 01644 = a' 

Zen. Dist. 24 20 log. sine, 9.615 

Constant, 3l".4144 log. 1.49754 

a = 9/,.863 log. 0.994 
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The mean sum of all the squares = Q, being multiplied by the 

prepared number a divided by 60, or %=a', the product will be 

the number of miles and decimal parts to be added to the mean 

of all the altitudes corrected for refraction, will give the greatest 

altitude, from which and the declination the latitude may be found 

as usual, and the direction of the apparent meridian, or of the 

greatest altitude, and the apparent variation of the needle will have 

been found by the operations directed. 

Remark. ? If the observations were by the sun, or a star, or 

by a planet with no very sensible motion in declination, the fore 

going results will not err sensibly from the truth. But when the 

object observed is the moon, a comet, or any other body having 

any considerable proper motion in declination and right ascension, 

it is of importance that the distance in time or azimuth from 

the meridian, as well as the excess of the greatest altitude over 

the meridian altitude, be applied, let d express the motion in 

declination, north or south, and z the motion of the zenith north 

or south by change of place, then z-{-d 
= d", and let a express 

the motion in altitude in (lm) one minute of time from the me 

ridian, when e, the equation of the apex in time is required, and 

let Q' express the motion in altitude for Io of azimuth at the 

meridian, and <f the motion of declination for Io of azimuth near 

the meridian, when s the equation of the apex in azimuth is 

required, s being the distance in time of the greatest altitude 

from the meridian, and s" its distance in arc of azimuth, and 

r in all cases may express the excess of the greatest altitude 

above the meridian altitude in seconds of arc, then ~^ = sm-, and 

2^ 
= 

?y'm-; and ?m is always + to the middle time of equal alti 

tudes, or to the time of the greatest altitude, when the object is 

receding from the observer's zenith ; and when advancing ?, and 
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l! = r" always 
? to the greatest altitude. So, also, ^! = r", and, 

for azimuth, ?lx =f? + as before, and i? =r", the excess of altitude. 

Now in the example of circummeridian altitudes on the 20th 

May, the sun's motion in declination was 0".5 for one minute of 

time, or 0".9 for degree of azimuth = 
d, and Q = 3".2 then ~ = 

^ 
= 0m.08 or 4S.8 = ? and r = 0".02 for time. For an observation 

o.4 

by azimuth, if = 0".9 in Io of azimuth, and a =9".9 
* = *? = 

J 7 7 2a\ 19.8 

0?.45 = 0?.2'.7 and r = 0".02 for azimuth. 

Remark. ? This equation of 0?.2'.7 in azimuth at the meridian 

in very common cases of the sun's azimuths may account for some 

of the diurnal and annual fluctuations sometimes attributed to the 

magnetic needle, where the true meridian may have been deter 

mined by equal altitudes, and may be important in the art of 

dialling ; this equation (here 0?.2'.7) = s is + to the instrumental 

azimuth of the meridian, if the (lunar) object be receding in de 

clination from the observer's zenith, otherwise ?. 

It may be remarked, also, that it is desirable that a system of 

practical geographical astronomy for determining positions of places, 
and times and measures on the surface, &c, should be developed, 

m which the azimuths may enter as an element, either as a sub 

stitute for time as used at sea, or in combination with it, specifi 

cally for shore practice. 

There is, however, no method given in the usual treatises on 

navigation 
or practical astronomy for converting an arc of time 

into arc of azimuth, and all the ephemeral elements are necessa 

rily given for certain times, because they are uniform in motion. 

This, at the meridian, is simply done, as follows: when we 

found the a, either for motion in time or azimuth, we used the 

log. cosines or secants of approximate latitude, declination, and of 

the meridian zenith distance (which, in all cases, must either be 
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the sum or difference of the latitude and declination) with a con 

stant quantity. Using the same elements in part, we shall find 

the value in arc of azimuth of lm of time at and near the merid 

ian, and consequently the value of Io of azimuth in time, viz. for 

example, 
Meridian true distance, 24? 20' cosecant, 0.385 

Declination, 20 6 cosine, 9.973 

lm log. sine, 7.640 

Azimuthal arc, 34'.2 log. sine, 7.998 

for lm- of time at meridian, 

and 34/.2)60(lra.79 
= lm.47s.4 = the value of one degree of azi 

muth, at the meridian, in time, and the same analogy will apply 

at every other altitude, to convert time into azimuth, or azimuth 

to time. These values might be deduced from a and a for 

3.2)9.862(3.08 
= 

square of the time corresponding to Io of azi 

muth, and \/sM 
= lm.76= lm.46s nearly as before. 

Having the value of Io of azimuth in time, we can easily find 

from the ephemeris the motion (d) in declination in that time, 

which, in our example, is = 0."90 = 
d, and in example ra 

= 
WM 

= 0?.046 = ?> = 2/.76 for the azimuthal deviation from the meridian, 

and the excess of greatest above the meridian altitude = 
{? ?-^^ 

= 0".021. 

For surveying on shore, and for geographers who desire to use 

theodolites, a ready rule for converting arcs of time into corre 

sponding 
arc of azimuth will be convenient at other parts of the 

sun's (or other object's) diurnal path, as well as at the meridian. 

The following was given to me, and demonstrated some years 

ago, by Lieutenant Raper, R. N., the author of a Treatise on Navi 

gation, viz.: 

Given two altitudes of a known heavenly body, and the interval 

in time (limited) between them, to find thence the difference of 

azimuth in the same interval. 
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Rule. ? Convert the interval of time into degrees and decimals, 

and multiply it by the (natural) cosine of the declination ; call the 

product z ; and take the difference of the altitudes in degrees and 

decimals ; call this Q? ; add the log. of z + Q to the log. of z?Q 

and halve the sum, to which add the log. secant of the middle 

altitude ; this last sum is the log. of the corresponding arc in azi 

muth in degrees and decimals. 

O / h. m. ?. 

Example. First altitude 49.42.4 Time 1.20.00 P. M. 

Second altitude 49. 7.5 1.40.46 

34'.9 20.46 

= 0?.58 = Q. = 5?.2 

o / 
The declination at the Middle Time 11.23 

or Polar Distance 78.37 

Now, the interval 5.2 X 0.93 Nat. cosine of declination 

89.0 

468 
42 

5.10 = 2^ 

o o 
z\ + Q = 5.1 + 0.58 = 5.68 log. 0.754 
z* ? 

Q = 5.1 ? 0.58 = 4.52 log. 0.655 

sum 1.409 

half 0.7045 

Middle altitude 49?.25' secant 0.1867 

Arc of azimuth 7?.784 log. 0.8912 

Corresponding to 20m- 46s 

Interval of time = 7? 47' 

If z be put for an arc in azimuth and / for its corresponding arc 

in time, and a = difference of altitude, 
t X cos. decl.2 = z X cos. alt.2 + a2 

for small arcs with a mean altitude, which is Mr. Raper's rule. 

32 
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To convert an Arc of Azimuth into corresponding Arc of Time at 

any Altitude of the Object. 

To the logarithm of the arc (z) in azimuth expressed in degrees 
and decimals, add the log. cosine of the middle altitude ; the sum will 

be the log. of z X cosine of declination ; this log. doubled will give 
the log. of its square (or z2. A'2) ; to z2. A'2 add a2 (twice log. a 

= 
log. of a2) ; the sum will be t2. D'2; the half its log. will be the log. 

t. D\ to which add the log. secant of the declination ; the sum will 

be the log. of /, the interval of time in degrees and decimals ; ? 

A' expressing the log. cosine of middle altitude. 

D' the log. cosine of the declination. 

a expresses the difference of the altitude, noted in degrees and 

decimals. 

/, an arc of time noted in degrees and decimals. 

z, a corresponding arc of azimuth, also noted in degrees and 

decimals. 

Both these rules result from the foregoing equation, or, t2. D'2 

= a2 + z2. A'2; and t2. D'2 ? a2 = sum X difference = z2. A'2. Or, 

(t.I>y + a)X(t.W 
? 

a)=z2. AX2. 

But perhaps the simplest and most convenient practical method 

of converting an arc of time into its corresponding arc of azimuth, 

is to assume a proximate latitude, and calculate them trigonomet 

rically, by finding both the times and the azimuths for each alti 

tude, and taking their differences as calculated. 

If, however, it be convenient, let the observer with the theodolite 

note the times by a good common watch at each observation also ; 

then will the calculation be unnecessary, and some curious and 

useful problems be deduced from such simultaneous observations. 
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To convert a small Arc of Time to its equivalent Azimuth. 

Mr. Raper's rule is applicable to small arcs only, and is founded 

on the differential triangle here adopted ; his demonstration is labored 

and circuitous. 

Owen's is as follows : ? 

i.D^ ? a2 = z.A^ 

But the sum multiplied by difference 
= difference of their squares, therefore 

Dv = cosine declination. 

A^ = cosine altitude. 

t . D* + a 

t.W ? a 

2. A* 
? A* 

log. 

log. 

log. 

log. 

Azimuth z log.? 

The converse of this is similar, 

sum. 

half. 

sub1, or log. sec1, add. 

difference. Q. E. D. 

t = time m arc. 

2 = azimuth in same. 

a = diff. altitude. 

To convert an Arc of Azimuth into equivalent Time. 

Given 2 log. 
A^ middle altitude log. cosine 

2 .A* 

+ ?2 

Sum=77D^2 

? D 

log. 

log. 

log. 
. , 

log. cosine ? . , 

Ace1, log. 
= 

sum. 

double. 

log. of a2, 

...... log. 

. half. 
. or add log. sec1. 

. difference. 

For turning Azimuth into corresponding Time. 

Rule. ? To the log. of azimuthal difference z, add the log. 
cosine middle altitude, the sum is z. Ay ; double this sum will be 
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log. of z.?2; find the square of a, as convenient, = a2; add it to 

%. A2, sum is Tu2, half its log. is log. of t T>\ from which deduct 

log. cosine D, leaves the log. of t. ? 
Q. E. D. 

No. 1. Z JSo. 2. 

In the figure No. 1, let Z represent the Zenith, P the Pole, and G 

the celestial object : the side 1/ = Colatitude (L 
= 

Latitude). 
A'= Zenith Distance (A=Altitude). 
Dx = Polar Distance (D 

= 
Declination). 

Now suppose the object moved from ? to b, the latitude and dec 

lination remaining unchanged (that is, 1/ is common to both, and 

P O = P b = 
D'), then Z O Z b = z = 

change of azimuth, and b a 

the corresponding change of altitude, also O P b = t = the corre 

sponding change of time. 

Then in the small differential ?3 ? a b, right angled at a. 

ba = difference of altitudes = a. 

G a. secant A = z and G b . secant D = t. 

For the Conversion of small Arc of Time into corresponding Arc 

of Azimuth ; or of Azimuth into Time. 

Let us consider their relations in small subsidiary or differential 

rectangular triangles, at the zenith, or at the object itself, in the 
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great celestial spherical triangle (PZ 0) formed by the elevated 

pole, the zenith, and the object. Supposing, in Fig. 1, the object 
to change its place from O to b by a change of altitude = a b and 

a change of time = Z/ = ZOPZ>, these two changes (when P Z, 

the colatitude, and P 0(=Pi) 
= 

codeclination, both remain con 

stant) must also cause a change in the azimuth =Z^=ZOZ?, 

and the change in Z O z P may be esteemed also to be the change 
at Z P OZ of position, for ZP?Z = ZP6Z + Z6ZO nearly. 
It may be remarked, that if the triangle had been supposed to 

change to the middle point C, and to become P C Z, whose quan 
tities (for our purposes in calculation where the differences are 

small) may be considered permanent, as L\ the colatitude, and T>\ 
the codeclination, are really so by hypothesis, and the effect of 

the changes will be, one half on one side of C, and one half on 

the other ; but in similar triangles, the halves have the similar ratios, 
or relations to each other, as the wholes, therefore we need only 

consider them in the differential triangle Ob a right angled at a. 

Wherein Ob = t= interval of time in arc X cosine D, the declina 

tion, a b = 
change of altitude in arc of same denomination as /, 

O a = z = interval in azimuth, in arc 
(same 

as t) X cosine A, the 

altitude. Now any two of these three corresponding changes, rep 

resented truly by the three sides of the triangle O ab, not only 

may the other be found, but also the angles aO? = ZPOZ of 

position and its complement LOba. Then the following analo 

gies are evident, viz. where O b = f = the reduced interval of time 

O a = z = reduced interval of azimuth, and a=difference of altitude, 

f2=z2 + a2 rad. : f : : sin. Z O : a : : cos. Z G : z. 

Also removing the differential triangle to Z, in Fig. 2, we perceive 
the same relations, except that L' is substituted for D', and angle Z 

for Z O, and f2 = a2 + o>2; also C : rad. : : a : sin. Z : : oy : cos. 
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Z ; oy being o X sin. A' and f = t X sin. L'; since, then, the Z P Z 0, 

P ? Z may be found by any two of the three differences, and Av 

and D' are given, so L\ the colatitude, may be found. (To reduce 

/ to f\ a near latitude may be used without error.) 

Explanation of Figure JVb. 3. 

Let OTA/R represent a part of the apparent track of a celes 

tial object near the meridian. 

Let Z T P N represent a part of the meridian, in which Z the 

zenith, N the nadir, T the point of the object's meridian passage, or 

z t Q n may represent the meridian in which t is the point of the 

object's meridian transit. 

Let T x t be a parallel of altitude equal to the altitude when the 

object is in the meridian, and 

Let O P y Q R be another parallel of altitude, taken at any given 
time from (T or A) the meridian, or from the apex A (the point 

where the celestial object attained its greatest altitude, or nearest 

approach to the zenith). 
Let A be the apex or summit of the celestial object's apparent 

track, or point of its nearest approach to the zenith. 
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Let the arc AT or Ai in time = E, the equation of the apex, 
or apicial equation, and let ATO or AiR represent an arc in 

time equal to any given time from the apex A or from the meridian 

T, within certain limits. 

If the object were stationary with respect to the pole and zenith, 
viz. had no motion in declination, and the zenith also stationary as 

regards the object, then the points A and T would coincide, and 

the meridian altitude would also be the greatest altitude, and the 

point of meridian transit would be the apex of the apparent celes 

tial track. But when the object has motion in declination, or the 

observer has motion in terrestrial latitude, under every such circum 

stance the greatest altitude is always greater than the meridian 

altitude ; for suppose the object (the moon for example) to appear 
at O in her track about five minutes before her meridian passage, 
and that her declination moved towards the zenith at the rate of 

9 miles an hour, or 9" per minute ; if the moon had not this mo 

tion in declination, and had attained to T in the meridian, she would 

there have had no motion in altitude, and from that point she 

would have commenced her downward course, but her motion 

of 9" in lm of time towards the zenith must cause her to rise 

through the meridian precisely at that rate. Again, at lm- after 

her transit, she will have risen 9", and would have fallen (assuming 
a quantity =a) 1".5, the difference would be 7".5 by which amount 

the moon would have had a greater altitude lm after she had passed 

the meridian, than her meridian altitude; at the second minute 

after her meridian passage, she would have fallen 6" (= 1".5 X 22) ; 
in the same time she has risen 18" by her motion in declination, 
the difference 12" by which amount her altitude at two minutes 

after her passage would be higher than her meridian altitude; at 

3m- she would have fallen 13"5 and risen 27", or 13".5 higher; at 
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4m- she would have fallen 24" and risen 36", difference 12"; at 5m 

she would have fallen 37",5 and have risen 45", difference 7".5; 
and at 6m have fallen 54", and have risen 54", difference 0; there 

fore at T on the meridian, and at six minutes after, the altitude 

was the meridian altitude, but at A, the apex, at 3m- after the me 

ridian passage, the moon was 13".5 higher than when on the merid 

ian, and which was her greatest altitude. 

d. Let the rate of motion in declination be expressed by d, pre 
fix to it the sign + if the object be advancing towards the observer, 
or rather towards his zenith, by its motion in declination ; but pre 
fix to d the sign 

? if the object be, by its motion in declination, 

receding from the observer's zenith, and note d in seconds of arc, 

equal to the amount of motion in declination in (lm) one minute 

of time, at the observer's place and time. 

a. Let a express the number of seconds of arc, of the proper 

motion of the object in altitude (supposing it to have no motion 

in declination) in (lm) one minute of time from the meridian, to 

which prefix the contrary sign to that of d O (?m). Let tm- express 

the minutes of time corresponding to any arc in question. 

Now at T and at t in the diagram, the object observed is shown 

to have equal altitudes, equal to the meridian altitude. To find 

the value of the arc T/m=i, we have seen by analyzing the dia 

gram, and by hypothesis, that the proper motion in altitude at t = 

? a t2, and that the excess of motion in declination at the same 

point t = + d I ; and d t ? at2 = o. 

.: t = 
l, and if d=9" as in the diagram, and a= 1"5, then ? = 

arc T tm- = 6m ; now, although by the foregoing analysis it may 

be seen that the apex A exactly bisects the arc T /, this may be 
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demonstrated by the fluxional differentials of the original equation. 
Thus d /?a t'2= o, where their difference A #is a maximum, then 

d = 
2at, and t = 

? 
= arc TAm = the equation of the apex 

= s. 

Now to find the excess of the greatest altitude above the me 

ridian altitude = A x in the diagram, let us substitute ~ for t in the 

original equation, then ?a 
? ~ = A x = r = 

f-a 
= 

*i 
= 

Q s2 ; for ? = 
?. 

This expression reduced gives ^ 
= r = A# = Qf2 = 

^ 
= 

|!. We 

thus obtain the following rules, viz. 

1. To find the equation of the apex, or its distance in time from 

the meridian = e = 
fa : ? 

Divide the motion in declination in (lm) one minute of time by 
the proper motion in altitude for one minute from the meridian, both 

motions being of the same denomination ; the quotient will be the 

equation of the apex in minutes of time = s = Tm A, being the 

difference of time between the passage of the object over the me 

ridian, and of its attaining its greatest altitude. 

2. To find the excess (?r) of the greatest altitude above the 

meridian altitude (= A x) = Q e2 = 
f-a 

= 
%: 

? 

Divide the square of (d2) the motion in declination in one min 

ute of time by four times the proper motion in altitude (4 a) in 

(lm) one minute from the meridian, the quotient will be (r) the 

apicial excess of altitude (= Ax =de2) above the meridian altitude, 
of the same denomination as the motions (a and d). 

In the foregoing analysis, it was assumed that the object was 

approaching the zenith of the observer. Now let us examine and 

analyze the motions by reference to the same diagram, when the 

object is receding from the zenith. d = 
9"; Q=l".5 as before. 

Now suppose the (moon) object to enter on her track at o in 

33 
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the diagram, moving thence to T, she will, by the hypothesis, have 

an altitude equal to the meridian altitude, now at /, from which she 

is distant Tm / (= 6m ) and is rising by her proper motion in alti 

tude (= Q f) ; at 5m she will have to rise 37".5 by her proper 
motion in altitude, and from T she will have to rise 54" (= 62 X 

1".5) to her meridian altitude at /, the difference 54" ? 37".5 = 

16".5, but she has fallen by her motion 9", and 16".5 ? 9 = 

7".5, or she will have risen 7".5 in one minute above her me 

ridian altitude at T or t. In like manner, at four minutes from 

t she will have risen from T 54" ? 24" = 30" by her proper mo 

tion in altitude, and in two minutes will have fallen by her motion 

in declination, now receding, 18", the difference = 12" higher than 

the meridian altitude at T and /. 

Again, at 3m- (the apex in this example), 54"?13".5 = 40"5 

the quantity she has risen by her proper motion in altitude from 

T in 3 minutes, and she will in the same time have fallen by her 

motion in declination 3 X 9"= 27, the difference 40".5 ? 27" = 

13".5, her excess of altitude above the meridian altitude at 3 minutes 

before her meridian passage (in this example the maximum excess). 

At 2m from t, the point of meridian transit, she will have risen 

from T 54" ? 6" = 
48", and have fallen by her motion in declina 

tion 4X9 =S&\ and 48"?36"= 12"; so that at 2 minutes 

before her meridian passage, her altitude will be 12" higher than 

at the meridian. Again, at lm before meridian passage 54"?1".5 

= 52".5 
? 

45 = 
7".5, and at t the meridian 54" 

? 
0" 

? 54" = 
0, 

or the altitude at / the meridian is equal to the altitude at T (6m ) 
six minutes before she came to the meridian. In the first case 

of a motion in declination advancing to the zenith, she came to 

the meridian-before she attained her greatest altitude (3m) three 
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minutes ; and the excess of her greatest altitude above her me 

ridian altitude was 13".5, and she rose through the meridian. 

In this case of a receding motion in declination, she falls through 
the meridian, and comes to it after she has attained her greatest 
altitude ; in this case, also, the apicial excess of altitude (= r) is 13".5. 

So that in all cases where the object has any motion in dec 

lination, its greatest altitude is always higher than the meridian 

altitude, and the excess (= r) and the equation (= e) of the apex, 
are the same in quantity in both cases, and found by like process. 
And r is always 

? to the greatest altitude. But s is + to the 

time of meridian passage, when the motion in declination is to 

wards the zenith, and 
? 

when receding. 

The foregoing development unfolds to us another very pretty 
and equally important practical principle. Whether the object by 
its change in declination move to or from the zenith, or the ze 

nith move to or from the celestial object, the relative effect is the 

same, and the greatest altitude near the meridian would be in 

excess, or greater than the meridian altitude. 

Example. 
? 

A steamer going 13 knots, steering due south, or 

directly towards the moon, whose motion towards the zenith is 

17" per minute (a case that may well happen), the sum of these 

two motions would be 30", and suppose her proper motion in al 

titude, when motionless in declination, was 1".5 in one minute from 

the meridian, then her equation of the apex would be 10m- (=e 
= 

2^jjf5) and she would get her greatest altitude ten minutes after 

the calculated time of the moon's transit, and the excess 
(as2 

= 

150" = 
d? 

= 
^ 

= 150" = 
di 

= t = 
150") of her greatest above 

her true meridian altitude would be (2'.5) two minutes and a half. 

Had the steamer been steering north, and the moon's motion 

in declination receding from the zenith, the effect would have been 
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similar, but she would have had the greatest altitude (10m) ten 

minutes before she came to the meridian, but the excess of the 

greatest altitude would be ? 2'.5 likewise. 

Observe that the zenith moves to or from the object only by 
a quantity equal to the difference of latitude made by her true 

course and distance, and that the easting or westing, viz. the 

longitude, must be disregarded altogether in this problem, so far 

as it has yet been considered in this paper. 

Circummeridian or Proximeridian Altitudes considered with Refer 
ence to this Problem. 

It is evident, on mere inspection of the diagram, that the apex 

of the celestial object's path is the point to which all altitudes 

taken near the meridian must be reduced. The calculation is 

equally simple from the apex and from the meridian, and the prop 
er motion in altitude, a, is precisely the same in both cases, or 

differs by an insensible quantity only, but the times by whose 

squares this quantity is to be multiplied must be reckoned from 

the apex, not from the meridian. Thus, in the first example, a = 

1".5; when on the meridian at 3m from the apex, the correction 

for 3m would have been 13".5 as before shown by the analysis. 

Of equal Altitudes of the same Object, when the Motion in Dec 

lination is a constant Quantity, or may be so esteemed. 

Equal altitudes can be demonstrated to be equally distant in 

arc and time from the apex, when the motive forces are constant, 

and not from the meridian, except when there is no motion equiv 
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aient to a change of declination; therefore the equation of the 

apex (f) is the only and a constant equation of equal altitudes by 
which the middle time between such equal altitudes is to be re 

duced to the meridian, within certain limits from the meridian, 

depending on the minute changes of d, the motion in declination, 

and of minute changes in the velocity of the vessel in latitude. 

The effect of a motion in declination on the least altitudes at 

the lower transit, is manifest; the lower apex is as much below 

the meridian altitude there, as the greatest altitude exceeds the 

meridian altitude, at the upper transit. 

I will forbear, at this time, to draw all the practical consequences 
from the foregoing development of this problem, which are deriv 

able from it, although they are numerous, and some, I think, im 

portant 
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